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public buildings 

- To include existing available building 
solutions and also advanced innovative 
ones to develop a retrofitting "kit"

Affordable and Adaptable Public Buildings Through Energy Efficient Retrofitting

Objective areas in Europe (Continental, Oceanic 

public districts and main public 
end-users. Moreover, the replicability of 
A2PBEER results will be further validated 
through the deployment at three virtual 
pilot sites.

A “kit-concept” will be applied in the 
development of new solutions in order 

solutions.

The methodology and retrofitting kits 
will be demonstrated and validated 
through three real retrofitting 
deployments, covering main climatic 

Innovative Aspects

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union Seventh 
Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 under grant agreement no 609060.   

- A “high performance envelope 
retrofitting”, based on an external and 
internal super-insulated façade 
(VIP–Vacuum Insulated Panels) retrofit

- Smart windows

- “Smart lighting systems” combining LED 
and natural light

- The “Smart Dual Thermal Substation”, a 
new approach to district heating based in 
smart grid functionality and integrating 
heating and cooling

Technologies

www.a2pbeer.eu
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- Non-residential buildings' energy 
consumption is 40% higher than in 
residential buildings. Public buildings 
represent more than 30% of the 
non-residential buildings in the EU. 
A kit concept for retrofitting public 
buildings will provide an accessible and 
practical way to improve the energy 

- Training programs developed within 
the project scope will train an audience 
capable of making retrofitting decisions 

- Project outcomes have to the point 

reach EU’s “20-20-20” targets

Impacts

Partners

Partner

Ekodenge is responsible for the 
implementation of innovative systems 
and coordination of the Ankara 
Demonstration Site, Ankara Science High 
School Campus.

Demonstration tasks include retrofitting 
project design and monitoring system.
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